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Abstract. At IHEP (Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sci-
ences), computing resources are contributed by different experiments including
BES, JUNO, DYW, HXMT, etc. The resources were divided into different par-
titions to satisfy the dedicated experiment data processing requirements. IHEP
had a local Torqu&Maui cluster with 50 queues serving for above 10 exper-
iments. The separated resource partitions leaded to imbalance resource load.
In a typical situation, BES resource partition was quite busy without free slot
but still with lots of jobs in idle, while JUNO resources are free and wasted
seriously.
After moving resources from Torque&Maui to HTCondor in 2016, job schedul-
ing efficiency has been improved a lot. In order to balance the imbalance re-
source load, we designed an efficient sharing strategy to improve the overall
resource utilization. We created an unified pool shared by all experiments. For
each experiment, resources are divided into two parts: dedicated resource and
sharing resource. The slots in dedicated resource only run jobs from its own
experiment, and the slots in sharing resource are shared by jobs from all ex-
periments. Default ratio of dedicated resource to sharing resource is 1:4. To
maximize the sharing effectiveness, the ratio is dynamically adjusted between
0:5 and 4:1 based on the number of jobs submitted by each experiment.
We have developed a central control system to decide how many resources can
be allocated to each experiment group. This system is implemented at two sides:
server side and client side. A management database is built at server side, which
is storing resource, group and experiment information. Once the sharing ratio
needs to be adjusted, resource group will be changed and updated into database.
The resource group information is published to the server buffer in real-time.
The client periodically pulls resource group information from server buffer via
https protocol. And resource scheduling configuration at client side is changed
based on the resource group information. With this method, share ratio can be
modified and deployed dynamically.
Sharing strategy is implemented with HTCondor. ClassAd mechanism and
accounting-group in HTCondor facilitate to utilize the sharing strategy at IHEP
computing cluster. With the sharing strategy, resource usage has been improved
dramatically.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

At IHEP (Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences), computing re-
sources are mainly used for physics data processing, they are purchased and contributed by
different experiments including BES[1], JUNO[2], DYW[3], LHAASO[4], etc. All the re-
sources are grouped into several dedicated partitions, each partition is only dedicated to its
contributor experiment or specific application without sharing. With Torque[5]&Maui[6],
IHEP computing center had built a local cluster with 50 queues, served for above 10 ex-
periments for over 10 years[7], but it encountered a bottleneck on scale which is unable to
perform well under the high throughput situation.

1.2 Problems

The separated resource partitions leaded to imbalance resource load. As shown in Figure
1, BES resource partition is quite busy at some time points, meanwhile, there are still lots
of jobs in BES queue; Oppositely, at the corresponding time, most of DYW resources are
free without any job running. In a reversed case, DYW partition is busy but BES partition
is free. Apparently, separately using resources will waste of numerous computing resources.
Besides, the separated resource partition will not satisfy the needs in some specific situations.

Figure 1: utilization status of resource partition for BES and DYW experiments (bars represent the
number of queuing jobs, red area represents the number of resources being used, blue area represents
the number of free resources)

For instance, in case an experiment meets an urgent task for processing a large scale of data,
but the number of resources they need is much more than they have, it will delay the progress.
In this case, if more resources from other experiments could be shared to this experiment,
which would speed up the urgent task.
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For instance, in case an experiment meets an urgent task for processing a large scale of data,
but the number of resources they need is much more than they have, it will delay the progress.
In this case, if more resources from other experiments could be shared to this experiment,
which would speed up the urgent task.

2 Basic Method

After moving resources from Torque&Maui to HTCondor[8] in 2016, job scheduling effi-
ciency and resource usage have been improved dramatically. However, resource usage can
not be improved again when it reached around 80%, that is limited by the separated resource
partition. In order to break resource isolation, an efficient sharing strategy was presented to
improve the overall resource usage. The strategy is implemented with two core components:
Sharing Policy and Central Controller. Sharing Policy dynamically defines the sharing quota
for each experiment group. Central Controller manages the sharing information which is
published to worker nodes automatically.

3 Sharing Policy

In the sharing policy, all resources are collected into a unified resource pool which is shared
by all experiment groups. Resources of each experiment are divided into two parts: dedi-
cated resource and sharing resource. The slots in dedicated resource only run jobs from its
own experiment group, and the slots in sharing resource are shared by jobs from all experi-
ment groups. Nall (number of total resources) and Ngi (number of resources for group i) are
constrained by the conditions below:

Nall =

groupn∑
i=group0

Ngi , (i = physics, juno, dyw, hxmt, ...) (1)

Ng = Ngdedicated + Ngsharing (2)

Ratesharing is defined to evaluate the number of sharing resources for each group(each
group has its own sharing rate), So Ngsharing(number of sharing resources) and
Ngdedicated(number of dedicated resources) are evaluated based on the simple expressions
below.

Ngsharing = Ratesharing ∗ Ng (3)

Ngdedicated = (1 − Ratesharing) ∗ Ng (4)

Default sharing rate is 0.2. To maximize sharing effectiveness, the ratio is dynamically
adjusted between 0 and 1 based on the number of jobs submitted by each experiment group.
Figure 2 is showing an instance about sharing and dedicated resources, an experiment owns
its dedicated resources, shares part of its resources to other experiments and benefits extra
resources from other experiments.

4 Central Controller

Central controller system was developed to allocate resources for each experiment group, the
structure is shown in figure 3. Central controller system is implemented at two sides: server
and client. A management database is built at server side, which is storing resource, group
and experiment information. Once the sharing ratio needs to be adjusted, resource group
information in database will be updated. The resource group information is published to the
server buffer in real time.

At client side, two ClassAd attributes (IHEP_SHARED_GROUPS and
IHEP_OWNING_GROUPS) are defined in HTCondor’s startd configuration. A re-
source group would be added in or deleted from IHEP_SHARED_GROUPS if a worker
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Figure 2: a case of sharing and dedicated resources (the value unit is cpu core)

Figure 3: central controller structure

node needed to be shared or unshared, IHEP_OWNING_GROUPS is initially assigned
with the contributor group which is used for priority in sharing policy. The Client period-
ically pulls resource group information from server buffer via https protocol and updates
IHEP_SHARED_GROUPS attribute. In this process, share ratio can be regulated and
deployed in computing cluster dynamically.
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5 Conclusion
With the sharing strategy in this paper, the overall resource utilization of IHEP computing
cluster has dramatically increased from around 50% to around 90%, as shown in figure 4.
Just as the comparison shown in figure 5, the overall resource utilization without sharing
policy during 2015 Oct to 2016 Oct is much lower. Besides, the total wall-time without
sharing strategy in 2016 is 40,645,124 CPU hours, while with sharing strategy, the number in
2017 is 73,341,585 CPU hours, increasing by 80.44%. These results indicate sharing strategy
is efficient. And the more CPU hours means that more tasks of data processing obtain their
resources, which would promote the progress of experiment.

Figure 4: overall resource utilization at IHEP cluster during a month of 2018

Figure 5: overall resource utilization resource at IHEP cluster during 2015 Oct to 2016 Oct
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